
BID Announcement for Companies

Cabinda Gulf Oil Company Ltd (CABGOC), Chevron subsidiary is one of Angola’s top petroleum producers, is
going to be issuing a Tender for the services described below:

BID Announcement Number: 2024.05.22 - RFBA - 281 - FE

Scope of Work:

Contractor shall provide the following services:

Contractor shall provide onshore services which support the decommissioning of offshore facilities, namely well
head platforms (WHP), flare structures, piping with and without grout/cement, pipeline sections and floating
facilities which have no future utility in accordance with PD91/18. The scope of work will encompass the
following: 

Quayside mooring and offloading of ocean-going deck barges by removing seafastening then lifting the
cargo (offshore facilities) from the barges and placing components onshore. 

Quayside dismantling of large floating facilities such as vessel hulls or buoys. 

Further onshore dismantling of the offshore facilities into pieces suitable for scrap metal recycling. 

Cleaning of marine growth (barnacles) from steel to meet a specification required for recycling. 

Segregating materials. 

Loading all segregated scrap metal material onto transportation (truck and or vessel) for transport away
from the dismantling facility. Transportation from the dismantling facility will be provided by Others. 

Taking title and ownership of non-ferrous and non-hazardous materials such as grout/cement, marine
growth and properly disposing of or reusing the non-hazardous materials. 

Support the segregation of small components of offshore facilities which have been previously inspected
by Others and identified to contain hazardous materials. Loading these components onto transportation
provided by Others. Hazardous material may be NORM (Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material)
regulated materials or contain residual hydrocarbons, sludge or other waste from oil and gas exploration
and production activities. 

Accurately weighing, tracking and documenting all material movement.

If a company is qualified based on the described services and material provider and is interested in being
considered for participation in that tender they can submit their information through our website
https://angola.chevron.com Suppliers page, BID Announcement; fill the Supplier information form and forward
to concurso@chevron.com within the time stipulated in the internet.
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